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The primary motivation for this paper originates with a result of I. N. 
Herstein [6], who showed that in a prime ring R with involution *, and 
char(R) # 2, if the images of the symmetric elements of R under a deriva- 
tion d commute, then R must satisfy the standard polynomial identity S4. 
The relation assumed for this result can be viewed as a polynomial identity 
for R involving the involution and derivations: namely, [d(x)+d(x*), 
d(y) + d(y*)] =0 for all X, YE R. Earlier, V. K. Kharchenko [S] had 
studied differential identities of R. These are generalized polynomials with 
products of derivations applied to the variables. Using Kharchenko’s ideas, 
we succeeded in putting Herstein’s result in a more general context [lo] 
by studying identities in which both * and derivations may be applied to 
the variables. These general results on differential identities have had a 
number of consequences. One result of Kharchenko’s work was to enable 
us to consider the minimal differential identities satisfied by prime rings 
[ 111. The techniques necessary for our characterization of minimal identities 
in [ll], the results from [lo], and Herstein’s result, which says that 
[d(x)+d(x*), d(y)+d(y*)] is not a *-differential identity, except for 
“small” R, leads to the problem of classifying the minimal *-differential 
identities satisfied by “large” R. Related to this problem and to Herstein’s 
result, is work of J. S. Lin [12], who showed that anti-commutativity of 
the images of the skew-symmetric elements under a derivation cannot be an 
identity for “large” R, but that anti-commutativity of the images of the 
symmetric elements can be an identity. 
Our main results show that there are essentially only two minimal *-dif- 
ferential identities for large prime rings R with involution and char(R) # 2, 
even though our definition allows for different derivations to act on dif- 
ferent variables. One identity is commutation of the images of the skew- 
symmetric elements under d, and d must be an inner derivation determined 
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quare zer8 symmetric element of rank one in t e central chure GE 
other minimal identity is ante-commutation 0 the images of sym- 
metric elements under d, and d must be an inner ermined by 
a square zero skew-symmetric element of rank o ml ClQsure 
of R. 
Throughout the paper, R will denote a prime g with i~vo~~t~on~ *? 
extended ceritroid G, and Martindale quotient ring 
usual, let S={r~Rlr*=r) be the set of symm 
K= (Y / r* = -r), be the set of skew-sy 
ilW0ht on R extends to G [14], so we ca 
central closure RC+ C of R, and we set 6, = C n S(C) 
mean free algebra over G in distinct sets of ~~~etermi~~tes (xii and 
(Yjl, i xed by the positive integers. 
Functions of .R will be written as expone 
which restricts to C, an 
f Thus, we may assume that for any do 
DEFISTETHOW. f(X,, . . . . X,, JJ,, . . . . yn) E C(X3 Y> - 0 is a ~-~~~~~o~~~~ d$ 
feferenkd i mrity, or *-PDI, for R if there is a nonzero idea 
d, 9 ...l d?,, h, 9 ,.., iz, E (Der(R) - 0) u (ZR), SC that for all y19 ...) Y, E$ the 
s~~stit~t~~n f(r$, . . . . Y:, (r,*jhl, . . . . r,*)“n) = 0. Furthermore, if xi (or y,) does 
not appear in S; then dj = I, (h, = I,). The ““exponents” off refers to the 
sequence (cd, i .,“, d,, h,, . ..) h,) and the di and /zj are said to belong to, or 
appear in, jt 
hen f=f(xI, ..,, x,), so that the involution pSays no role, f is a 
the situation studied in [l I]. In the case wh 
exponents equal to I,, then S is a *-pal 
63, Theorem I] shows that 
n general, iff is 
neralized polynomial identity 
artindale’s theorem 1113, p. 579, 
nonzero socle and eRCe is finite dimensional over C f5r any minimal 
course, if R is a PH ring satisfying g in FZ variables, 
r R using arbitrary expo ents d,) . . . . d, for those 
variable appearing in g. 
ur goal is to study those fEC(X, Y> which are *-P Es for scme R and 
h are minimal in some natural way. Since our prim y interest is in the 
y the derivations, we want to eliminate fro consideration 
those fe 67(X9 Y} which are *-PDls bv virtue of being a pdynomial iden- i 
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tity, in which derivations play no role. Thus, by minimal we mean using 
the fewest derivations, but using some. We proceed as in [ 111 to define 
minimality in terms of “type.” Given a *-PDI for R with exponents 
Cd 1 > ‘..> h,), let deg(f) be the usual degree offin its indeterminates, and set 
D -deg(f) equal to the degree offin the set of those xi and vi appearing 
in f, whose corresponding exponent dj or h, is a derivation. Then the type 
of f is (D - deg( f ), deg(f )), and we order types lexicographically: 
(a, b) < (c, d) if a < c, or a = c and b < d. If f is a *-PDI of type (0, n), so 
no derivations appear as exponents, then R must be a PI ring, as we men- 
tioned above. Thus the minimal type for an “honest” *-PDI must be at 
least (1, l), or equivalently, an f of minimal type should be an identity for 
a nonPI ring. 
DEFINITION. f E C{X, Y> - (0) is a *-PDI of minimal type(k, n), if f is a 
*-PDI for a nonPI prime ring R, and if g is a *-PDI of type (s, t) # (k, n) 
for a nonPI prime ring, then (k, n) < (s, t). 
We want to find the minimal type and describe the corresponding 
*-PDIs. Note that we do not address the question of what the minimal 
type is for a fixed prime ring R (satisfying a PI or not). Our approach is 
like that in [ 111, and,as in that paper, the search is greatly simplified by 
the existence of some examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F be a field and R = M,,(F), the ring of all row and 
column finite, countable by countable matrices over F, or take R = M,,(F), 
the subring of M,(F) of matrices having only finitely many nonzero entries. 
In fact for M,,(F) one can take the matrices to be “square” of any larger 
cardinal size. Transpose gives an involution on R. Assume that there is 
s E S with s2 = 0 and SKS = 0. Then for u, v E K, and using [a, b] = ab - ba, 
one has that [[u, s], [v, s]] = --suvs+svus=s[u, u] s=O. It follows that 
R satisfies the *-PDI f = [xi --yi, x2 - y,] with exponents (d, d, d, d), for 
d= ad(s) = [ , s]. For a specific example, take F with char(F) # 2 and con- 
taining c with c2 = -1 (either the complex numbers or char(F) 5 l(mod 4) 
will do), and set s= ei, + c(eiz + e2i) - e22, where the eii are the usual 
matrix units in Ma,(F). 
EXAMPLE 2. Use F, with char(F) # 2, and R as in Example 1, for 
countable matrices, and put the extended symplectic involution on R. That 
is, consider A E R as A = (AV) for A, E M,(F) and set A * = (By) where 
B, = ( _“, ;‘) if Aji = (z 2). If k E K with k2 = 0 and kSk = 0, for example if 
k = ei2, then it is easy to verify that for any s, ES, [s, k12 = 0. It follows by 
linearization that f= (x1 + y,)(x, + v2) + (x2 + y2)(x, + yl) is a *-PDI for 
R with exponents all equal to d= ad(k). 
The value of these examples is 
(2,2), and so, the task of finding the minim 
at there is no *-PDI for a nonPI 
oceed to determine the identitie 
and homogeneous, by which we mean with respect 10 subscripts; that is, in 
onomial one of xi or yi a 
ar. Starting with any * 
,f on subscripts in the 
th xi+x,+!, then 
earized identity g is a *- 
ough the exponents 
appear, and some may disappear. Clearly, g is rn~lt~~~~~ar on subscripts: 
e monomial in it has at most one amence of either xi or yi for each 
8. substituting zero for subsets terminates appearing in OQ, we may 
write g as a sum of *- so that if xj or y, ap 
either one or the other an every monomia 
each J; is of the same rn~~~rna~ type as J: ~o~se~~~~t~y, o 2nd the minimal 
R, it suffiices to ass t the identity of minimai 
nlaihear (in subscripts). 
minimal type, as defined 
be, our first results 
characterize the Bomogeneous and. 
ecalf that for q E Q there is 2 non- 
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evaluating f at ct,, t,, . . . . t, EJ for all tiE M, shows that when 
hEDer R, g= cdfi + chfi is a *-PDI on A4 with exponents 
(IR, d,, . . . . d,, I,, h,, . . . . h,), and g # 0 since cdfi # 0. Should ch # 0, then 
the type of g would be (k- 1, n), contradicting the minimality of (k, n). If 
ch = 0, or if h = I,, then cdfi is a nonzero *-PDZ on M, and in this case, 
the exponents are those off, but with I, replacing d, h, and any dj or h, 
when xi or yj does not appear in fi. Consequently, the type is at most 
(k - 1, IZ), again contradicting the minimality of (k, n). We are forced to 
conclude that Cd = 0 for each derivation appearing in $ 
The result of Theorem 1 is enough to allow us to reduce to the case 
when C, = C, that is, when * is of the first kind on RC + C. Our result is 
similar in nature to [14, p. 512, Theorem 4.21 and is essentially the same 
as [3, Proposition 11, although in our situation the proof is considerably 
easier. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime ring andf a homogeneous and multilinear 
*-PDIfor R of type (k, n), the smallest type of any *-PDIfor R. If C # CS, 
then (k, n) is the minimal type for any PDI of R, and f is the sum of PDIs 
of this minimal type. 
Proof Let J be the ideal of R whose evaluations in f give zero, choose 
ZEC-CC,, set M = JI,, and observe that zM c J. Write f =fi + fi, as in 
Theorem 1, where fi is the sum of terms in f containing x1 and f2 is the 
sum of terms in f containing y,. By Theorem 1, for any exponent d which 
appears in f and is a derivation, and any r E M, (zr)d= zrd. Since the 
evaluations off on J give zero, if we replace x1 with zrl and the other xi 
with ri, for all rjE M, then O=zfl(ry, . . . . (r,*)hn) +z*fZ(r;il, . . . . (r,*)hn), It 
follows that (z-z*)fi is a *-PDI for R, and so fl and f2 = f - fi are each 
either zero or a *-PDI for R, necessarily of type (k, n). Now starting with 
fi 9 or f2, and repeating the argument with each subscript in turn, shows 
that f is the sum of *-PDIs gi each of which is of type (k, n) and is 
homogeneous and “honestly” multilinear in its variables. Since exactly one 
of xj or yi appears in gi, it is clear that g is a PDI for R, proving the 
theorem. 
The main result of [11] classifies the minimal PDIs which can exist for 
a nonPI prime ring. That result, together with Theorem 2, allows us to 
make a clear and definitive statement when the involution on R is of the 
second kind on C. 
THEOREM 3. The minimal type of *-PDI among all such for some nonPI 
prime ring R satisfying C # C, is (3, 3). Any such multilinear *-PDIffor R 
is a sum off,, where each f, is a PDI of R, fi = ciS3(xi, ti, zi), for ci E C, S3 
the standard identity of degree 3, and,f, has expnents all equal to d, = ad(ai) 
with czf = 0 aad RCa, a mi~ima~ kft i C. ~~rt~er~~ore~ if 
2, then every “-PDI of minimal type (3t 3) is rn~~t~~~~~~~. 
ur earlier comments howed to find the mi~~rna~ e for 
it suffices to consider homog us and multilinear i rities 
m 2, any such f is a sum of of minimal type, so 
a~~lyi~~ [ 11, p. 246, Theorem 41 gives the resuBt for j’ ogeneous and 
rn~~t~~i~~ar. Whenfis multilinear, it is clearly a sum of i ties which are 
both homogeneous and multilinear. 
t char(R)#2 and 
rent sets of variables. 
olynomials. This co~~~a~~c~~Q~ shows thal f must Se 
multilinear if it is an identity of type (3, 3). 
Theorem 3 gives the answer to the question o 
ind. Consequently we may cons 
in [ 113, this important reduction enables us to ass 
mal type. Of course we 
writing f as a SUM of *- omogeneous in subs 
Before, if J is the 
e mentioned earlier that since 
and also note that H’= 
minimal idempotent e E R, e is a division al 
for a minimat idempotent 
(h@af*=h*@a, and dE 
hd@a. FinaBly, note that 
type, we may assume t is a simpie ring without I, satisfying 
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a GPI, and C is algebraically closed. As in [ 111, it will be convenient to 
attach a special name to rings of this kind. 
DEFINITION. A ring R is special if it is simple without 1, equal to its 
socle, and for each minimal idempotent e E R, eRe = eC. 
Fundamental in the computations we shall make is the following result 
which is a version of Litoff’s theorem [7, p. 90, Theorem 31 for rings 
with involution. It was proved in our case, when C= C,, in [9, p. 89, 
Theorem 41 and in general in [lS, p. 19, Corollary 2.81. 
PROPOSITION. Let R be a special ring with involution so that C= C,, and 
let r 1, ..‘> rn E R. Then for any integer m > 0, there is a symmetric idempotent 
e E R with all ri E eRe, and eRe E Mk( C) where k > m. 
One consequence of the Proposition, which we will use frequently, is that 
for any nonzero symmetric idempotent e, there is a symmetric idempotent 
of arbitrarily large rank in the annihilator of e. To see this, take r E R - eRe 
and use the Proposition to find a symmetric idempotent g with e, r E gRg. 
Then g-e E arm(e) = (1 -e) R( 1 - e). Repeating the argument leads to 
idempotents of larger and larger rank. It is also well known that eRe and 
R are isomorphic as rings when e is a nonzero symmetric idempotent, 
although we will not require this fact. 
If R is a special ring, then any right (left) ideal T of R is a finite direct 
sum of minimal right (left) ideals, and the number of such is unique. We 
denote this number by rank(T). Next we show that the minimal type for 
*-PDIs is (2, 2), and to do so requires a version of [ 11, p. 237, Lemma 51 
for rings with involution. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a multilinear *-PDI of minimal type (k, n) satisfied 
by a special ring R, and let (dl,..., h,) be the exponents of p. If a monomial 
appearing in p either begins or ends with xi (or y,), then die Der(R) (or 
h, E Der(R)). 
Proof: As we indicated in the comments before Theorem 1, p can be 
written as a sum of homogeneous and multilinear *-PDIs, each necessarily 
of type (k, n), so it suffices to assume that p itself is homogeneous and mul- 
tilinear. Suppose that n = 1, so p = cx + zy for c, ZE C, with exponents 
(d, h). Since Rd # 0 and Rh # 0, we must have cz # 0, and because R is not 
a PI ring, at least one of d or h is a derivation, by Amitsur’s result [2, 
p. 63, Theorem 11. If d= ZR, let e be a symmetric idempotent in R, use the 
Proposition to find a symmetric idempotent g with e, eh E gRg, and let f be 
a symmetric idempotent in arm(g). Since ef = e"f = 0, evaluating p with 
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gives 0 =p(erA (fr*e)h)f= iction. Thus we must 
), and h E Der(R) follows similarly. 
Now assume that n > 1. It suffices to show that if a 
with x1, then d, E Der(R), since the other cases 
Assume that dl = IR, set h, = h, and write p = -‘c-,g, + y 
and no monomial of g, begins with eith 
A = (t$, (tf)hl/ i= 2,..., n], and use the 
AC As above, there are symmetr~~ 
eh E and f E am(g). Note that fA = 0, and 
that = (fA)h = 0. Evaluating p at x1 = 2, 
chosen above when i> 1, yields O=&$(i, 
(t*)“‘, (t2*)h*, . ..) (tf)hn). cause R is a simple ring, we must conclude that 
g, is a *-I91 for R type at most (k, n - I. )~ This contradicts the 
rn~~irna~~ty of (k, n) and proves the lemma. 
An easy, but important consequence of Lemma 1 is that the minimal 
must be (2, 2). A fact which arises in 
ed in later results as well, is that in a no 
generated by T={r+r*IrER} or by K c 
is foollows because the subrings are al 
T and [5, g. 67, Example 4; 4, p. 4, 
Proo$ hf the theorem is false, the 
Example 1. Let p be a *-P of this rn~~irnai t 
I ring R, and as we have 
multilinear and homogeneous, and that 
ing Lemma I forces p = cx -t- zy, with 
tions. Since cz = 0 is clearly impossible 
~EC--(OJ. Evaluating p at s~S 
@ = d + hc E Der(R). But S generates 
follows that p=x+ y is a *-PDT 
eq~ivale~t~y, take p =x-y with exponents (d, d). E 
shows that (r - r*)d = 0. Since {r-r* 
T, as described just before the stateme 
it generates W as a ring, so d= 0 r 
theorem. 
e now know that the minimal type of *- 
(2, 21, and by Theorem 3 that this can occur only when the involution 
is of the first kind on C. We have seen that to find the rnu~t~~i~ea~ 
identities of this type, we may assume that such an identity p is also homo- 
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geneous and is satisfied by a special ring R. Furthermore, by Lemma 1, 
we may take such a homogeneous and multilinear p to have the form 
P = x~(c,x,+c~Y2)+Yl(c~x~+c~Y2)+xz(c~x~ +%Y1)+Y*(c7x1 +cPYl), 
with exponents (d,, d2, hi, h2), each in Der(R) and zero on C if the corre- 
sponding variable appears in p, by Theorem 1. As in [ 111, the determina- 
tion of the possibilities for p requires considerable computation, Some of 
the preliminary facts we need are proved for S in [6]. We need similar 
information for K and the statements we need for both S and K are dif- 
ferent from what explicitly appears in [6]. Because these results are 
fundamental in what follows, and their proofs are not very long, we discuss 
them here. At this point we must generally restrict our attention to the case 
of char(R) # 2. 
LEMMA 2. Assume char(R) # 2, and either a E S with aSa = 0, or a E K 
with aKa = 0. Then a = 0. 
ProoJ: Depending on the assumption, either ara = -ar*a or ara = ar*a 
for r E R. In either case, replacing r with rar yields arara = -ar*ar*a = 
-arara. Thus aR is a nil right ideal of R of index 3, forcing a = 0 by 
Levitzki’s Theorem [4, p. 1, Lemma 1.11. 
LEMMA 3. Let R be special, char(R) # 2, and a, b E R - (0). If aSb = 0, 
then aSa* = 0 and if aKb = 0, then aKa* = 0. In either case, Ra is a minimal 
left ideal in R. 
Proof: Follow [6, p. 357, Lemma 31. Assuming aSb = 0, then for r E R, 
arb = - ar*b. Replace r with (rax)* for XE R to obtain ax*a*r*b = 
-araxb = arax*b = -axa*r”b. This given a(x* +x) a*Rb = 0, and since 
b # 0 and R is a simple ring, aSa* = 0 follows. Similarly, if aKb = 0, then 
one obtains aKa*Rb = 0, resulting in aKa* = 0. In either case, the com- 
mutation shows that araxb = axa*r*b, and one may conclude from a result 
of Martindale [S, p. 23, Corollary] that ara = ca for c E C. Therefore, Ra 
is a minimal left ideal as claimed. 
We need what is essentially [6, p. 359, Theorem 11, whose proof is quite 
easy in our circumstance. First we state an obvious, but crucially important 
fact holding in special rings. 
LEMMA 4. If R is a special ring and L is a left ideal of R contained in 
a finite rank right ideal T of R, then L = 0. 
Proof. LR c T, so if L # 0, LR = R, which is impossible since R is 
special and rank(T) is finite. 
Of course, Lemma 4 holds as well with right and left ideals reversed. 
Before we state the analogue of [6, p. 359, Theorem 11, recall that for a 
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y subset B of R the right annihilator of 
= {Y E R 1 br = 0 for all b E B). Similarly, one 
Recall that if R is a speci 
finite, then L = Re for an 
and so L = I-ann(r-arm(L)) 
right ideal with rank(T) finite. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a special ring with char( 
derivation of R then the left (right) u~n~h~~ator of 
mai leJ% (right) ideal of R, or is zero. 
ProojY TFhe argument in each c , so we prove only the case 
whefi I-ann(Kd) = B # 0. For a E ard=a(rs)d. Let T be a 
eal of R with rank(T) finite, and note that T-i- Td is also a 
finite rank right ideal of R [ll, p. 235, Eemma 31. If in the corn 
made just above, we take Y E T, then it f~l?ows that aTd= 
T* + (T*)d = L(T), a left ideal with rank(L( T)) finite. Now for b 
bT= 0 OF rank(bT) is finite, so a(bT)dc L(bT). Using the de 
derivation, it follow that abdTc L(bT) + abTd c L(bT) + L(T), a 
y Lemma 4, abdT= 0 for all 
is a sum of finite rank right ideals. In 
we have 0 = a(kb)d = akbd, because a 
B is a’nonzero left ideal of R, d= 0 would follow. Therefore, 
Eemma 3 yield the fact that Ra is a minimal left ideal of R. 
principal left ideal in B is irreducible, then B itself is, since 
pletely reducible R module which can contain no orthogonal i 
ith Lemma 5 in hand, we can now cha 
of mmimal type satisfied by a special ring, 
Example 2 are essentially the only examples. 
to describe the *-PDIs of minimal type (2, 
ring. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a special ring M’ith char( 
x,, yl, . . . . y,) be a multilinear *-PDI,for of rn~~irna~ types Then p 
of “-HIPS p, so that for all i one of ~~e~o~iow~~g holds: 
(i) cipi= ix,- yj, xk- yk], for some 1 <j, k<nn, and has a/F its 
exponents equal to di = [ ) si] for si E S with sf = 0, ~$2~ = 0, and Rs, a 
rn~~irna~ left ideal of R; or 
(ii) cipi = (xj t yj)(xk + yk) + (xk + yk)(xi + y,), for some 1 Gj, k d pr, 
and has all its exponents equal to d, with kf=O, 
k a minimal left ideal of 
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ProoJ We know that the type of p is (2,2), and that p can be written 
as a sum of homogeneous and multilinear *-PDIs of the same type. 
Clearly, it suffices to assume that p itself is homogeneous and multilinear, 
and then show that exactly one of the two possibilities described can occur. 
Thus, from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, it follows that p = xI(c1x2 + c,y,) + 
y,(c,x, + c,y,) + x2(cgx1 + c6y1) +y2(c7x, + cg yr), and the exponent of 
any variable appearing in p is a derivation vanishing on C. 
Suppose that c1 #O, set d, = d, h = d,c, + h,c, and suppose that 
h #O. Since S generates R, there is SE S so that sh #O. Evaluate p at 
(x, s) for xfL a finite rank left ideal of R, obtaining 
Ldsh c L* + (,*)h* +sd2R + sh2R, a finite rank right ideal [ll, p. 235, 
Lemma 31. If h=O, then H=d,cl-h2c2#0, so KH#O and kH#O for 
some k E K. Evaluating p at (x, k), as above, shows that LdkH c T, a finite 
rank right ideal. Hence, in either case, LduD c e, R for some a E S v K, D 
equal h or H, and aD # 0. Now LdaD c RaD = Re,, and by the Proposition 
there is a symmetric idempotent e satisfying e,, e2 E eRe. It is immediate 
that LduD c eRe. Use the Proposition again to find a symmetric idempotent 
g so that e, edggRg, chose any idempotent fe arm(g), and note that 
efd= 0. Since LdaD c eRe, it follows that fL”a” = 0, and so 
f dLaD = (fL)duD c eR,e, forcing f dLaD = 0. Now if LaD = 0 for all choices 
of L, then RaD = 0, contradicting the choice of a. Consequently, we may 
assume that LaD #O, for some L, which means that f d= 0 for all idem- 
potents in ann( g), for an appropriate g. Applying [ 11, p. 237, Theorem 1 ] 
allows us to conclude that d = ad(A) = [ , A], for A E R. From LdaD c eR 
it follows that LAaD c eR + AR, a finite rank right ideal, so LAaD = 0 by 
Lemma 4. Since this holds for all choices of L, AaD = 0 results. Therefore, 
either ASh = 0 or AKH = 0, and we see that A E I-ann(Sh), or A E I-ann(KH). 
By Lemma 5, RA is a minimal left ideal of R, so of course AR is a minimal 
right ideal of R. 
In the last paragraph, if we assume instead that c3 # 0, then evaluating 
p at (x*, s), or at (x*, k), for x E L, leads to the conclusion that h, = ad(B) 
for BE R with RB a minimal left ideal of R. To obtain similar conclusions 
for d, or h, when c,#O or c,#O, write p=(c1x1+c3y1)x2+ 
(c,xl+c4Y,)Y2+ .... For example, if c1 #O, choose s E S or ke K as 
above, but with respect o the derivations d, cl + h,c, or d,c, - h,c,. Now 
evaluate p at (s, t), or at (k, t), for t E T, a finite rank right ideal of R. The 
same basic computation as above shows that d, = ad(A,) for A, E R with 
RA, a minimal left ideal of R. Hence it is clear that we may assume that 
for each variable appearing in p, the corresponding exponent is di = ad(q) 
or hi = ad(b,), where ai, bi E R and each generates a minimal left ideal in R. 
Our aim is to show that all four exponents are derivations as described 
above, and that all cj#O. Assume that ci #O so that x1 and x2 appear in 
p. Thus di = ad(a,), and of course neither a, E C. If h, = h, = I,, then neither 
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r y2 appears in p, so p = clxlxz + c5xzxl. evaluating p at (x, I) wit 
fixed shows that Rc, a,[r, az] c a,R + [r, a,] R, a finite rank ri 
By Lemma 4? cr a, [r, az] = 0, so replacing P wi 
] = 0. Since R is a prime ring, this woul 
g the contradiction d, = 0 or d2 = 0. ence h, = h, = I, is 
impossible. Suppose h, = I,, so h, = ad(b, ) and y, fails to appear in pi 
Evaluate p at (x, r), for r E R fixed, and x E L, a finite rank left 
use c2 = cq = CT = ca = 0, to obtain La,cljr,a,]caiR+b, 
[v, a,] R, a finite rank right ideal of Lemma 4 shows 
that La, [r, a,] = 0 for all finite rank 1 
a, [r, az] = 0. Just as before we get t 
Therefore, when c1 #Q we must have h, = ad(b,). Now 
II E k, a finite rank left ideal of R, and evaluate p at (t, r). 
that La,(c,Cr,azl+c,[r*,6,1)ca,R+L*+(LS)h’+~r,Fa2 
a finite rank right ideal [I 1, g. 235, Lemma 31. 
Ea,(c, [r, a21 +- c,[v*, b2]) = 0, and since this holds for all L, it follows that 
c,a,ra,-cc,a,a,rfcza,r*b,-c,alb,r”=O. !I) i 
If in (I), r E T, a finite rank right ideal, then c1 ckI a2 TC 
using Lemma 4 again, we can conclude t 
(1) shows that czaI b,R c Ra, + Rb, w h forces c2aI b2 = 0. Conse- 
quently, (1) becomes 
c,a,ra,+c,a,r*b2=0. (2) 
Since none of c, , a, ) or a2 is zero, us g (2) and the fact t is a prime 
ri show that cZ f 0, and so a, b, = 
follows from (2) that r-ann( )=r-ann(b,), alad so a2 = i-am 
(r”ann(a2)) = I-a~n(r-any) = Rb,. Als from (2), ~~~~(~-~~~(~~~~*~~ = 0, 
which implies that a,(2-ann(a,))* = 0. ewe, r-ann(a2*) = (~-a~~(a~~~~ c 
r-anri7(al ). Similarly, replacing Y in (2) ith elements from r-a~n~~~~ = 
(I-annjb,))* leads to r-ann(b:) r-ann(al 1. Observe t 
a~~~b~~ato~s reverses inclusions, 1)) c ~-a~~(~-a~~~a~~) 
= Raz, and by the same comput ut a2 and 6, generate 
minimal right ideals, so az* an b; generate minimal left ide 
Ra,. Therefore, Ra, = Ra,* = b;, and this ako yi 
already know that Ra, = Rb, nd so a, and b, are 
patents. Then f== a2 r = 
= a2ec = caz for c E c. 
, = ad(a,), h, = ad(bJ9 
aI a2 = 0, and b, = ca2 for c E C. Our methods apply if one assumes initially 
that any particular coeficient is not zero. 0ne way to see this without 
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repeating the arguments is to assume the coefficient is the coefficient of 
x1x2 by a change of variables which interchanges one or both of xi with 
yi, or interchanges both x1 with x2 and y, with y2. For example, if c2 # 0, 
one consider q=c2xIx2+ ... = p(xi , y,, y i , x2) with the corresponding 
change of exponents, or if c,#O then consider q=csxlx2+ ... = 
p(x2, xi, y,, vi). Consequently, our conclusions in the case c1 #O hold 
when applied to the coefficients in the pairs (czi- i, czi). For each pair, 
either both coefficients are zero or neither is, and then at least three of the 
exponents are derivations. Also, if either c5c6 # 0 or c7c8 # 0, then b, = za, 
for z E c. Furthermore, if one writes P=(CIXl+c,Yl)x,+ 
(c2x1 + c,Y,) Y, + (c5x2 + c,Y,) xl + (GA + c,Y,) yl, then the Same 
arguments made above, with the obvious changes of left and right ideals 
where needed, yield the corresponding conclusions for the pairs of coef- 
ficients (c,, c,), (c,, c,), (c,, c,), and (c,, c8). Hence, if crc,#O then 
h, = ad(b,) and b, =~a, for z E C. It now follows that c1c2c3c4 # 0 if any 
of these coefficients is not zero and c5c6c7cg # 0 if any of these is not zero. 
In either case, all variables appear in p, so all four exponents are inner 
derivations, say d,=ad(a,) and h,=ad(b,), b, = ca2, and b, =za, for c, 
zcC. Thus, h,=diz and h2=d2c, so we may write ~=c1x1x2+cacx,y2 
+c,zy,x,+ ... with exponents (d,, d,, d,, d2). To show that p has the 
required form, we may assume without loss of generality that the coef- 
ficients are ci , . . . . c8 as before, but that the exponents of p are (d, h, d, h) 
for d = ad(a), h = ad(b), and each of a, b E R generates a minimal left ideal. 
Next we show that all ci # 0 and that we may take a = b of square zero. 
By a change of variable, if necessary, we may assume c1 # 0, and so ab = 0 
by the argument between (1) and (2) above. Use the Proposition to find 
a symmetric idempotent e with a, b E eRe and let s be a symmetric idem- 
potent in arm(e). Evaluate p at (KY, sx) for r, x E R. Since x;‘= [rs, a] = 
-urs, v;‘= [sr*, a] = sr*u, xt = [sx, b] = sxb, yi = [x*s, b] = -bx*s, and 
ab = 0, one obtains - c 1 arsxb - c5 sxbars - c8 bx* sr* a = 0. Multiplying by s 
on both sides shows that c,sxbars = 0, so cl arsxb + c,bx*sr*a = 0. Because 
R is a simple ring, RsR = R, and it follows from the last equation that 
cl arb + cs br*a = 0. (3) 
Since R is a prime ring and none of cl, a, or b, is zero, it follows from (3) 
that cg #O as well. Thus all ci# 0, so c5 # 0 and the computation just 
before (3) shows that sRbaRs = 0, which forces ba = 0. We may also 
conclude from (3) that r-am(a) = r-am(b) and Z-am(a) = Z-mm(b), which 
implies that Ra = l-ann(r-am(a)) = I-ann(r-am(b)) = Rb, and by a similar 
computation, that aR = bR. As above, this forces b = ta for t E C, and 
shows that a2 = 0. Given what we are to prove, we may replace p with any 
nonzero C-multiple, and doing so for the multiple t ~ ’ enables us to assume 
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ts equal to d. Thus, h = d= C&(G) with a2 = 0 and aR 
Next we show that a E Su K. From (31, a(ci I + CRY*) a = 0, so d&g 
r E?-am(a) results in a(/-ann(a))*a = 0, forcing a nn(a))* = 0. Thus 
a(r-ann(a*)) = 0, so r-ann(a*) c r-am(a), and as we ve seen before, this 
implies that Ra c Ra*. Since these are b al left ideals: they are 
equal, and applying the involution gives as well. Pn particular, 
a” = qa for 4 E C, and it follows that a q’a, resulting in 
4 = 1 or 4 = - 1. Therefore a E S u K as claimed. 
Since char(R) f2, when a ES, replacing r i 
S yields (cr + c8) aSa = 0, and by Lemma 2, 
cing Y in (3) with an element of K gives (cl -cs) 
a 2, c1 - c8 = 0. For future reference we i 
aESimplies c,+c,=O; a~ implies cl - cg = 0. (4) 
E eRe and an idempotent s E Sjann(e)), as above, evaluate p at 
e have xf= [su, a] =sra, y;‘= [r*s, a] = -ar*s, xf=sxa, akad 
so the evaluation results in -c3ur*sxa - c,ax*sra = 0, and 
then as above, c3ara + qar*a = 0. y making the same s~bstit~t~~~s 
resulting in (4) we obtain 
a E S implies c7 + c3 = 0; a ~5 K implies c, - c3 = 0. (5) / 
Two similar conditions can be obtaine Starting with the ev~~~~t~~~ 
(rs, xs) in p gives 
a E S implies c2 + c6 = 0; a e M implies c2 - c6 = 0. 
Evaluating p at (sr, xs) results in 
a E S implies c5 + cq = 0; a E K implies c5 - cq = 0. (7) 
The last four equations, (4)-(7) relate t 
the last four in pairs. We need a few othe 
coefficient to cl. To this end, repeat our ea 
at (x, r) for x E L, a finite rank left ideal, and r E I?. This results in (2)3 
which we may now write as 
clara + c2ar*a = 0. (8) 
milar computation, starting with the evaluation of p at (Y, x) for r E 
x E L, as above, yields 
c5ara + c,ar*a = 0. (9) 
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Finally, evaluating p at (y, r) for y E L* and r E R, gives 
c3ara + c4ar*a = 0. (10) 
Now suppose that a E S, so by (4), cs = -ci. Replace r in (8) with s E S, 
to obtain (ci + cz) aSa = 0, forcing c2 = -cl by Lemma 2. Using this in (6) 
gives cg = -c2 = ci, and now using r E S in (9) and applying Lemma 2 
again shows that cg = -ci. By (7), cq = -cg = ci. Finally, using (10) with 
r E S yields c3 = -cq = -ci, and then (5) gives c7 = ci. Consequently, we 
may write p = ci [xi --yi, x2 - y2], with all derivations equal to ad(a) for 
a E S satisfying a2 = 0 and Ra a minimal left ideal of R. 
When a E K, using the same sequence of steps as in the last paragraph 
shows that all the ci are equal, and so we may write p = 
ci((xi fy,)(x, +y,) + (x,+y,)(x, +yi)), with all derivations equal to 
ad(a) for a E K with a2 = 0 and Ra a minimal left ideal of R. 
To complete the proof, we must show that both possible forms for p 
cannot hold in the same special ring R. Clearly, it suffices to show that R 
cannot contain both a rank one symmetric element and a rank one skew- 
symmetric element. This will also show that sKs = 0 if s is a rank one sym- 
metric element of square zero (and kSk = 0 for k a rank one skew-sym- 
metric element), since Rsks would be a minimal left ideal, and so, sks 
would be a rank one skew-symmetric element. For the sake of complete- 
ness, we give a proof of this fact. Observe that if s and k were such 
elements, then by the Proposition, there is a symmetric idempotent with s, 
k E eRe r M,(C), and n can be taken as large as desired. Thus, it is enough 
to settle the question for R = M,(C). 
Now the involution, *, on R is either symplectic or of transpose type. In 
the first case, y1= 2m, and if A E R is written A = (A,) for A, E M2(C), then 
A * = (B,) for B, = adj(Ai,), the classical adjoint of Ajj. If A = A* and has 
rank one, then since adj(AJ = Aii is a scalar matrix, it follows that all 
Aji = 0. But now, if A, # 0, then neither is Aji = adj(AV), and since these 
two submatrices involve different rows of A, the rank of A is at least 2. This 
contradiction shows that R cannot contain a rank one symmetric element. 
If the involution on R is of transpose type, then for A E R, A* = DA’D ~ ‘, 
where A’ is the usual transpose of A, and D is an invertible diagonal 
matrix. If A is a skew-symmetric matrix of rank one, with A = Cage,, then 
aii = 0 since char(C) # 2. Should aq # 0, then aji = cay # 0, and the 2 x 2 
minor of A defined by the subscripts i and j has rank 2, a contradiction to 
the choice of A. Therefore, if the involution on R is of transpose type, then 
R cannot contain a skew-symmetric element of rank one. With this, the 
theorem is finally proved. 
AS in [ 111, we can use Theorem 5 to describe the *-PDIs of minimal 
type satisfied by any nonPI prime ring R. Unlike the situation there, one 
ntity arises which is not one of t e two mnltilinear ones 
heorem 5, although it is a speciali. ion of one of those. 
THEOREM 6. Among a& *-PE>ls satisfied by some nonPI prime ring: oj 
characteristic not 2, let p he any such of minima! type (k, n), and sati@d by 
R. Then k = n = 2, C = Cs, and p(x,) . . . . x,, 2,) . . . . ym) is a sum of “-PIITS 
pi so that one @the following holds: 
(i) for all i, and some cjE C, cipi= [x, -yj, x,-y,] and has all i:.r 
exponents equal to di = [ , si], for si 6 S with sf = 0, siK.T, = 0; aizd RCs7 t2 
minimal leJft ideal of RC; OY 
(ii) for all i and some c~EC, either cipi= (.xj+yjJZ> or c!pI= 
(x, + yj)(xk + yk) + (xk + yk)(xj + y,), and has all it3 exponents equal to dr = 
[ : kij, $oor kig K with kf = 0, kiSki= 0, and Ck, Q minimal left ideal 
ProqT Note first that the two i escribed in (ii) can be 
obtained from each other: the second by linearizing the first, and the firs:. 
by specializing xj = xk and yj =yk in the second. If 92 were to s 
identity g of either form (i) or (ii), then C= C, by Theorem 3. 
assume that g is multilinear, and since its exponents are inner derivations: 
g is also satisfied by RC and by RC @ I;, for r”’ an algebraic closuse of C. 
Thus, g is satistied by Soc(RC@ F), a special ring, so it follows from 
eorem 5 that R cannot satisfy an identity of form (i) and an identity of 
form (ii). 
Next, given p, by Theorem 4 we may conclude that k = M = 2. By sub- 
zero for various subsets of variables earing in p, it is clear that 
written as a sum of *-PDHs pi, net rily of type (2, 2), so that 
appears in pi, then one of these ars in every monomia! oi 
pi. Using our first observation, it su ces to show that c,p, has one of the 
forms stated in the theorem. Thus, re is no loss of ~e~~~~~~ty in taking 
p, =pR and assuming that every sub pt a~~ear~~~ in p appears in ever; 
monomial of p. 
Suppose first that p involves two subscripts, so p =p(xl, x2? yl, y2j, Our 
assumption on p forces p to be homogeneous and rn~~t~~~~~ar in subscripbs~ 
so by Theorem 1, the exponents o hich are derivations must have C in 
their kernels. Note that C = C,T cussion after 
Theorem 3, p is a *-PDI for the so, applying 
eorem 5 we know that some C muhiple of p, say zp, has one of the 
forms required by the theorem, 
for A E Soc(RC@ F), A2 = 0, A( 
metric or s~ew~symmetric depending on the form of p. As an [II, p. 2441, 
write A=h,@l +Ch,@a,, for hi~Soc(RCj and a,eF with {I.LJ,~ 
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C-independent. Since [R, A] c R, one gets [h,, r] 0 1 + C[hi, r] 0 ai E R, 
where we identify R and RC in RCO F in the natural way. Therefore, 
a, = 0, forcing A = h E Soc(RC). It follows from [ll, p. 245, Theorem 31 
that CA E R for some nonzero c E C, so R satisfies the *-PDI cm2 zp, with 
exponents ad(cA ). Since C = C,, CA is in S or K if A is, and finally, CA 
generates a minimal left ideal in RC since it does in RCO F. Consequently, 
if p is homogeneous and multilinear, it satisfies one of the required 
conditions. 
It remains to consider the case when p is not homogeneous and multi- 
linear in subscripts. In this case p =p(x, v) with exponents (d, h), and by 
our reduction above, we may write p = ax* + cy2 + vxy + wyx + bx + zy E 
C{x, y}. Note that 4p(x, y) -p(2x, 2~) = 2bx + 2zy is a *-PDI for R. The 
minimality of type (2,2) and char(R) # 2 force b = z = 0. Now linearizing p 
gives the *-PDI g = a(x1x2 +x2x1) + c(y, y, +y2y1) + u(xl y, + x,y,) + 
w(y,x, + y,x,) with exponents (d, d, h, h). The multilinear and homo- 
geneous case considered above shows that a C-multiple of g, say zg, has the 
required form, and that d = h = ad(t), for t as required in the theorem. 
Since the coefficients of xlxZ and x2x1 in zg are equal, it is immediate from 
Theorem 5 that all coefficients of zg, and so of g, are equal, and that t E K. 
Consequently, p = a(x +Y)~ with exponents equal to ad(t) as required, 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
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